
 

 

FaultFixers is a B2B digital maintenance SaaS platform that enables businesses to 

ditch whiteboards, delete spreadsheets, and toss the paper so they can be more 

productive, more mobile, and save costs when it comes to total maintenance 

management. FaultFixers is uniquely designed to work across the entire 

maintenance supply chain (customer and supply-side), and is industry agnostic, 

representing a huge market opportunity that is in desperate need of innovation. 

FaultFixers is already working with Aldi Supermarkets, The UK Foreign Office, Luxury 

care home groups, independent SME maintenance trades and more.   

 

Almost all of us (over 80%) want or need instant access to more information about 

the food we buy. New regulations also compel all food and drink businesses to be 

transparent. That’s a burden. It’s also an opportunity for quality-focused firms to 

shine at a time when it has never been more important and prominent in people’s 

minds to be informed about the food on their plate. 

Starting with food service, we combine all the key front of house systems into a 

single solution called me~nu™ to: 

1. Satisfy consumer hunger for personalised, factual information on provenance, 

nutrition, food safety, sustainability, foodmiles and more, through the me~nu™ 

app. 

2. Deliver one solution that includes all the business tools needed to attract, 

engage and convert consumers to loyal fans. 

3. Displace the expensive, disjointed 1st generation table booking, home 

delivery and other consumer-facing systems with a cost-effective unified 

solution 

Our goal is simple; we plan to be the toolkit used by independent food and drink 

businesses to serve their customers at home, online, in-store and at the table. 



 

Beacon is a ‘next-generation’ digital marketing insights and optimisation platform.   

The global digital marketing analytics sector is opaque, complex and riddled with 

fraud. Beacon's new and innovative technology, based upon unbiased and 

independent data, is carving out a significant opportunity in a growing global 

market.   

Deployed as a full SaaS solution, Beacon is easily and rapidly implemented, 

delivering a significant ROI from day one to mid-market and larger organisations 

and digital agencies in the UK and internationally. 

 

COVID-19 has accelerated trending pressures on work as teams are spreading 

farther apart. Those who deliver services, manage partner ecosystems, launch 

startups, educate students and employees, support customers and advance 

social missions need tools to work better, together. Aspenify is a SaaS company 

that provides collaborative work management solutions. 

  

Aspenify helps leaders achieve their goals across distributed workgroups, unlocking 

the power of collective knowledge to turn ideas into results. Using data and 

customizable best-practice playbooks to streamline processes, leaders can 

consistently execute and evolve their most important initiatives to accelerate 

innovation, enhance customer experience, and boost productivity. 

  

 

Twisted Mirror TV is an innovative international Comedy Factory delivering original 

short-form content across multiple video streaming platforms. 

Their service offers award-winning comedy short series, short films and stand-up 

comedy in many languages and many territories. 

As 88% of mobile users prefer to watch comedy on streaming channels but with no 

single point of entry to look, locating premium comedy content is laborious and 

time-consuming. With Innovative Content Acquisition and ”Go To Market“ 

strategies, their comedy streaming platform is the innovative solution to this unique 

entertaining demand. 


